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Vico Office R6.0 Release Notes

Welcome to Vico Office! These notes include detailed insight for users upgrading to Vico Office R6.0.

You will find details about new functions, fixed functions, known issues and best practices for using the

program. This document should be read and understood by all users of Vico Office.

The Golden Rule of Upgrades - Back up all existing projects

It is fundamentally important that all existing projects get backed up before upgrading to a new install-

ation of Vico Office.  Deployment environments can vary greatly and the safest way tomitigate any data

loss occurring during an upgrade is to back up all of your projects before any new installation of Vico

Office.

Previous version files

All models that are part of projects that were created prior to Vico Office R4.0 have been deactivated to

apply a quantity calculation improvement.  This applies to all projects located on the Vico Project Server.

Models created in these earlier versions of Vico Office need to be reactivated after opening the project for

the first time.

Disk cleanup precautions

When running standardWindows Disk Cleanup, or other similar applications to free up disk space, it is

almost certain that all .log files will be deleted from your system. While most Windows .log files are

expendable, the Versant database logs are not. Permanently deleting them from your system will des-

troy your Vico Office projects. Please ensure that Versant .log files are excluded from the Disk Cleanup.

Anti-virus software

SomeAnti-Virus software blocks or slows down the communication between Vico Office and the Vico

Project Server. Exceptions should be added to the Anti-Virus software settings to prevent this – see the

Vico Office Installation Guide for these settings.
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Trimble Connect

Trimble Connect, a cloud-based collaboration application that enables you to share files with other sup-

ported applications and your teammembers, has updated their Server URL field to: 

l app.connect.trimble.com

If you are accessing projects in other regions, such as Europe or Asia, the Region URLs have changed

to:

l Europe: app21.connect.trimble.com

l Asia: app31.connect.trimble.com

Localization Updates - English UK

The following Takeoff Quantity names have been changed for the English (UK) language:

Element Type Original New Label

Curtain Wall CADNet Surface Area Surface Area

Door Element Surface Area Surface Area

Room Floor Surface Area Surface Area

Slab Net Bottom Surface Area Bottom Surface Area

Slab Net Top Surface Area Top Surface Area

Wall Net Opposite Reference Side Surface Area Opposite Side Surface Area

Wall Net Reference Side Surface Area Reference Side Surface Area

Window Element Surface Area Surface Area

Vico WinEst Integration

If you are using GC Estimator (Vico andWinEst), you will need to download the latest plugin from Vico

SupportLink.

http://connect.trimble.com/
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Installation

Networking

IMPORTANT: When you use Vico Office in a configuration with separate server and client, make sure

that both server and client(s) systems are updated to the latest version of Vico Office.

Administrative rights

Installation of Vico Office requires administrator rights and elevated access rights in cases where User

Account Controls (UAC) are enabled; UACs may need to bemodified, or turned off, via the Control

Panel.

When installing Vico Office while connected to a network domain, the UAC settings may be different

from an offline profile, which can result in changed hardware identification characteristics. The changed

hardware characteristics may result in a “no valid license found” message. Reinstalling your license will

solve this issue.

The versant database

Versant is the backend database used to store and interact with information inside of the Vico Project

Server (VPS).  Most local installations of Vico Office will see a folder for the c:\Versant directory stored

onto their machine for project storage.  The project server can also be installed across a LAN for com-

munal project access.  See the installation guide for more details.

BIM connections

In some cases, the installer is unable to detect the folder in which ArchiCad, AutoCAD, Revit and Tekla

was installed on your computer. If this happens, the Vico installer allows for selecting the folder manu-

ally. All required files will be copied to the specified folder.

Trimble Solution Improvement

When running the Vico installer, you are encouraged to participate in the 'Trimble Solution Improvement'

program. When you select 'Yes', a crash report is automatically sent to Trimble. Only necessary inform-

ation required by developers to help them understand why a crash occurred is included in the report.
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When you select 'No', a crash report is NOT automatically sent to Trimble. However, you can send this

report manually. A prompt will be available on the UI after the crash has occurred.

Reverting to Earlier Versions of Vico Office

If there is a need to revert back to a previous Vico Office release on your machine, some files have to be

removedmanually, as the Vico Office database files are not backward compatible. Please check the

Vico Office Installation guide available on SupportLink and follow the steps on how to 'Revert back to a

Previous Vico Office' version.

http://support.vicosoftware.com/
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What's New in Vico R6 - Enhanced Takeoff Manager

Various changes have beenmade throughout Takeoff Manager to simplify your entire workflow process.

Please read the sections below to gain a thorough understanding of what these changes are:

Importing BIM Elements and Parameters

Vico Office has undergone significant enhancements that empower users with the ability to decide which

elements and parameters they wish to extract from their model.

The 'Publish Data' dialog box, (previously known as the 'Select Vico Office Project' dialog box) which is

available in your CAD publisher after you install the Publisher Add-ons, contains an 'Advanced' section

that lists all the elements and parameters from your model. From this list, you select which elements and

parameters you wish to publish. Do keep inmind that themore you choose to publish, the longer it will

take to complete the import process.

Note: Note: When you click 'Advanced', Vico will invoke a process-intensive analysis of themodel to

extract all the elements and parameters. The wait time will depend on themodel size.
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Selecting elements and parameters to import

A - Element: All the elements are selected by default. Select which elements you wish to exclude by

clearing their check box.

B - Standard Parameters: All standard parameters are selected by default. It is recommended that you

include all the standard parameters.

C - Advanced Parameters:  Parameters that are available in the current model, including user-defined

parameters, are listed in this section. They are grouped into four subgroups: All, Primary, Secondary,

and Recent. Unlike the Standard parameters, none of the advanced parameters are selected by default

to be published. Carefully review this list and only select the parameters that will provide added value to

your project.
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D - Use the Search box to quickly find the advanced parameters that you wish to include. Type the first

few letters of the parameter name to display only those that match the criteria.

E - Click on a subgroup filter to display only the parameters from that group or click All to display all the

parameters.

Note: Tip: When you select a subgroup filter and then enter a keyword in the Search field,

the Search field will only search for a keyword within that subgroup.

If you are publishing from ArchiCAD, an additional section lists all the available IFC parameters:

IFC Parameter section - ArchiCAD only
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Templates

The Advanced dialog has a 'template' feature that remembers the elements and parameters that were

chosen to be published. You can createmultiple templates to represent the different combinations.

When viewing a template, if you change the settings (i.e., select/clear an element/parameter to be pub-

lished), the template name and Save button color changes to red to indicate that the template has been

modified.

To save your selected settings

l In a new template: Enter a unique name in the Template name field and clickSave-As New.

The template is stored in your database. It is also stored in your local machine as an XML file: 

c:\Program Files\Vico Software\Vico Office (x64)\ParameterTemplates

The XML template file on your local machine has the server name appended to the beginning of

the template name.

l To an existing template: ClickBrowse to locate that template, and clickOverwrite Existing.

Save action button

To open an existing template

l Click Browse and search for the template.

Template name field

The template is imported to your local machine:
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c:\Program Files\Vico Software\Vico Office (x64)\ParameterTemplates

If there is a name conflict, the imported template will be appended with a number: e.g., "Architectural

Template (2)".

To delete a template

l Select the template to delete and click .

To rename a template

l Select the template to edit and click . Enter the new name and press Enter.

Revised Activation Process

Once themodels have been published (or imported) to Vico Office, you can activate them. In previous

releases, activating amodel created and quantified the Takeoff items. In this release, activating amodel

will only create the Takeoff items with CAD quantities. Premium quantities are created only after you

quantify them.

Basic CAD Quantities vs Premium Quantities

When publishing or importing amodel into Vico Office, the CAD quantities (Length, Count, and Volume)

for Takeoff items are also published. After activating themodel, a row for each CAD quantity (CAD_

Count, CAD_Length, CAD_Volume), where applicable, can be seen for each Takeoff item. Using CAD

quantities in Vico Office can get you started quickly with estimating.

Published Basic (CAD) Quantities (Takeoff Manager view)
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Although Basic quantities can speed up your workflow, Premium quantities are recommended as a basis

for your estimates. Vico Office uses sophisticated algorithms and locations to quantify each element in

your project, thus creatingmore accurate estimates.

Premium Quantities (Quantified elements)

Re-Organize Takeoff Items Before Quantifying

Vico users typically have little insight or control into how eachmodel is created and they have to be

adaptive every time they get a new model. Using the new Takeoff Item builder, Vico Office now provides

users with the flexibility to organize, sort, and group Takeoff items before quantifying them.
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Takeoff Item (TOI) Builder

1 - Platforms: The number next to each publisher tab represents the number of activemodels from each

publisher. The TOI Builder will display a tab for each CAD platform that has publishedmodels to the cur-

rent project.

2 - Template List: When you change the default parameters for each platform, Vico Office allows you to

save these new settings in a template that can be re-used in the future.

3 - AppliedModels: Allows you to select the activemodels to you wish to apply the current settings to.

By default, all the activemodels are selected.
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4 - Available parameters: Lists all the available parameters from each publisher that can be used to group

Takeoff Items. These parameters are based on the standard, advanced, and IFC parameters that were

selected via the advanced settings of the Publish Data dialog box. To select a parameter, simply click

and drag it over to the Takeoff Items section.

5 - Search parameters: Enter the first few letters of the parameters that you wish to find. TOI Builder auto-

matically displays the parameters that match the search criteria.

6 - If you decide to remove a parameter from the Takeoff Items list, simply click the 'x' next to the para-

meter. The parameter is added back to the Available parameters list.

The order in which the parameters are listed on the Takeoff Items section will define the takeoff item

name.

7 - Do not overridemanual assignments: Select this check box if you do NOT wish to remove any pre-

vious manual assignments that weremade. If a TOI was regrouped and had amanually assigned ele-

ment within it, themanually assigned element will inherit the new grouping nomenclature. New elements

published to the system will automatically inherit the grouping structure that is assigned for the given plat-

form, or it will default to the standard parameter if no customization was made.

8 - Click 'OK'. The Takeoff items are automatically regrouped based on the specified settings.

Selective Quantification

After using the TOI Builder to build your Takeoff items, you are now ready to quantify them. The quan-

tification process has been revamped to provide you with better control over which Takeoff items to

quantify. There is no longer a need to wait for all the Takeoff items to be quantified. Simply select the

Takeoff items that you wish to quantify.
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Selectively quantifying two Takeoff items

Vico Office offers various options in which to quantify your Takeoff items. These are available on the

Takeoff Manager ribbon.

Ribbon Item Description

Quantifies all the Takeoff items in your list. This

process may take some time depending on the number

of Takeoff items.

Quantifies only the Takeoff items with the selected

element type, such as Beams, CurtainWalls,

Columns, Ducts andmore.

Quantifies only the Takeoff items that are selected.

Use CTRL+click to multi-select.

Quantifies out-of-date takeoff items.
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If you decide not to use Vico's premium quantities, you can 'switch back' to CAD quantities by 'Dequantifying' a Takeoff item.

Properties Palette

The Properties (Element) palette displays the quantities of the element. This section includes both Vico

Premium quantities (if the element has been quantified) and the Basic (CAD) quantities (CAD_Count,

CAD_Length, CAD_Volume).

Quantity Data (Properties Element Palette)
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Directly below it is a section that displays only the CAD quantities published from the CAD.

CAD_Quantity Data (Properties Element Palette)

The Takeoff item tooltip that appeared when youmoused over a Takeoff item has now beenmoved to

the Properties palette.
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Merging Takeoff Items

Vico provides you with the ability to manage the level of granularity for your Takeoff items. Detailed

Takeoff items can bemerged into a selected Takeoff item, a new item, or into an existing item.

l Into Selected Item: Merges the Takeoff items into one of the selected items. The quantities are all

merged into the selected TOI.

l Into New Item: Merges the selected Takeoff items into a newly created Takeoff item.

l Into Existing Item: Merges the selected Takeoff items into an existing one (not already selected).
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Additional Enhancements

Cost Planner

Summarized Working Hours

The Cost Plan view now has a 'Labor' column that adds all the working hours in its subtree. Note that the

unit must be in 'hours' (HR) in order for it to be included in the calculation. This 'Labor' column can also

be added to your reports.

Dashboard

Search for Projects

Use the keyboard shortcut CTRL+F to display the Search functionality. Enter the keywords in the field

provided. Vico Office searches for projects that match your search criteria.
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Document Register

Background PDF Import

Document Register now moves multi-page PDF imports into the background so that importing large

quantities of documents will not lock up the system.

Import Folder Structure

For a speedier import process, you can now import multiple folders and retain their folder structure.

Model Register

Delete Projects

Inactivemodel versions can now be deleted from the project.
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Publishers

The following publishers are supported in this release (bolded versions were added in this release):

l Autodesk Revit 2016 and 2017 (Architecture, MEP and Structure)

l Tekla Structures 21.1 and 2016

l ArchiCAD 19 and 20

l AutoCAD 2016 and 2017 (Architecture and MEP)

l Bentley AECOsim Designer 8.11.09.593 and 8.11.09.747

Report Editor

Various new report features have been added in this release. Examples of these changes include:

l Chart Designer - Previously, calculated fields could not be used in report charts. Data was based on

a snapshot of parameter values. Now, they are generated dynamically. Calculated fields are auto-

matically wrapped by properties that can be used in charts.

l Multiple Parameter values - When adding new parameters, you can now allowmultiple static values

to be entered.
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l UI Styles - Styles and formatting rules can now be easily accessed and cloned.
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l View controls with Formatting Rules - Users can now easily check which controls have the selected

formatting rule applied to it.

l Dragging and dropping multiple fields - For your convenience, CTRL + select multiple fields that you

wish to add to your report template. From there, you can drag and drop these fields using the left

mouse button to create a control that is bound to them. Alternatively, you, can drag these itemswith

the right mouse button to add the field descriptions.

Vico Office Installer

Pre-requisites

In order to optimize the installer and reduce its file size, the pre-requisites have been removed from the

installer andmade available for download during the installation process. Simply run the installer and

ensure that you have Internet access. The installer will check your system for pre-requisites, notify you

what is needed, and download it for you.

If you will not have Internet access while running the installer, youmay want to download the pre-requis-

ites from the Vico SupportLink site (Downloads). Unzip the file and place them next to the installer file.

The installer will automatically install the pre-requisites.

http://support.vicosoftware.com/
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Supported Languages

Vico Office is now available in Spanish and Korean! This is in addition to the currently available

languages: English UK (Metric Units) / US (Imperial), Chinese, Finnish, Japanese, Swedish, Dutch, Ger-

man, and Danish. When you run the Vico installer, simply select your preferred language.
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Defect Resolutions

In addition to internally-reported issues, the following customer-reported issues have been resolved:

Publisher / Importer

l Curtain walls are now properly published from a Revit model into Vico Office. (T-51404 / S-1334594)

l Resolved an issue where an element wasmissing for an imported IFC file. (T-50784 / S-1332826)

Report Editor

l A new field, 'Extended_Nr', has been added to the Report Editor (Takeoff Items > TakeOffQuant-

ities > AllLocationsValues) for users to generate location-based cost / quantity reports with numeric

fields. (T-52352 / S-1334449)

Schedule planner

l Dependencies in schedules are now correctly upgraded to the latest version of Vico Office. (T-34940 /

S-1328294)

Vico Office Client

l Several UI controls, including column heading labels, buttons, button labels, grid controls, and

popup windows, were incorrectly displayed. In this release, we have updated these UI controls to

resolve these inconsistencies.

l When switching over to a newmodel version, manually added TOQswith a template formula lost

their quantities. When switching to a newmodel version, users should now right-click on the selec-

ted TOI and select 'Apply Default Formula'. (T-58955)

l There was a difference in quantity after LBS splitting. This issue has been fixed. (T-29393)
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VLM

l Resolved an issue where queued up licenses were checked out silently. (T-59709 / S-1356593)

VPS

l Versant is now properly upgraded and Vico Office no longer hangs the first time it is opened after an

installation. (T-51780)
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Known Issues

Cost explorer

Only elements from the activemodel versions will be isolated or highlighted in the 3D View when select-

ing a node representation of a Cost Version within the Cost Explorer view.

Derived Elements

l Derived elements are not always displaying perfectly when interacting with Running Modes and

within LBS manager (e.g., elementsmay not appear in the expected location, or elements with

strange face displaysmay not be selectable). Derived elements exist when project locations are

added and a new representation of a partial element is needed to display the location-based portion

of an element. Please contact Technical Support if you experience this problem.

Document controller

l Deleting a model version that has a linked issue may cause Vico Office to crash. (T-67459)

l Some PDF font typesmay appear incorrectly (e.g., incorrect character spacing, missing characters,

or replaced characters) when imported into Document Controller. We have tested most common

font types; however, some outliers may still exist.  Please contact Technical Support team if you

encounter such occurrences so that we can add support for your font type.

Report Designer

l Calculated fields that have custom tag valuesmay not appear in a report when Print previewed.

There are two ways to ensure that they appear in your reports: (D-13464)

o Change the Data Source for your calculated field to "none".

o Add calculated fields using the CalculateField Collection Editor.

1. Create a Tag (in this example, name it "Subcontractor") and assign it Values.

2. Edit the report template. The Report Designer is displayed.

3. On the Field List tab, right-click onComponents > Edit Calculated Fields.
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4. On the CalculatedField Collection Editor dialog box, clickAdd.

5. Select theData Member.
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6. Select the expression for this calculated field.
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7. Choose the created tag value and click OK.

8. Bind this calculated field to a report and preview it.

Publishers

ArchiCAD

l Composite ArchiCADwall elementsmay show a different area selection to what might be auto-

matically expected at the corner of walls. This is due to a change in how ArchiCAD now classifies

ends and sides of walls. Quantities should be reviewed and the painting tool should be used if

deemed necessary by the user to facilitate required quantities.

ArchiCAD and Revit

l Composite element wall or slab layers cannot currently be quantified from Revit or ArchiCAD. Pro-

visions have been made to deploy the best possible results via the current API availability. If quant-

ities and/or TOI composition are not desirable when coming in from these systems, users are

advised to work out custom formulas (via TOM/TOP/CP) to come up with their own calculations that

reflect their preferred takeoff of such composite elements.
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Revit

l Modifying Sub Elements of Revit slabs to create sloping areas where the slab has inconsistent

thicknesses (e.g., top surfacemodified with slopes and the bottom left flat) can occasionally

cause incorrect volume calculations.

l Revit models that are linked together and published into Vico Office do not always behave

predictably.  In some cases, linked models do not respect the filtering constraints that were put on

the publishing view and can result in undesired outputs and/or duplicate quantities.  Users are

advised to remove the link between files and publish them separately.

SketchUp

l SketchUp does not store reference information in the same way as some other BIM authoring applic-

ations, thusmaking it harder for Vico Office to provide some quantity types coming from SketchUp. 

Also, some element type classification are not currently being read well.  The newOnscreen

Takeoff tools should help to supplement any occurrences of missing quantities, and element types

can be manually reassigned in TOM to address this. We are working with the SketchUp team on a

regular basis to resolve this.

Tekla

l Tekla content created and managed in the latest release using the ‘organizer’ tool may not be read

correctly by Vico Office.  When this happens, usersmay find that the element type recognition in

TOM does not behave as expected.  To resolve this, users can go into TOM and change the ele-

ments to the desired type inside of Vico Office, or they can manage the classificationsmanually in
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Tekla.

Please contact our technical support team if you wish to classify the elements manually inside of

Tekla. When doing so, they will provide you with the ‘object.inp’ file that it can be dropped into

your Tekla dataset. Doing so will automate the creation of ‘Vico 01, 02, 03 and Vico object type’

inside of the Tekla classification tool. For more information, see our Knowledge Base articles

available on Vico Office SupportLink.

Takeoff manager

l Each release of Vico Office brings with it improved quantity calculations, as well as support for new

CAD applications.  As such, the calculated values for takeoff quantities (TOQs) can change from

release to release.  The changes can be a result of how elements are quantified by Vico, how loc-

ations are derived by Vico, or how bodies are generated by the authoring application.  Vico Office

does not force the reactivation of models with each new release, however it is strongly advised the

users reactivate in each new release to take full advantage of the latest and greatest calculation

methods.

Vico Project Server (vps)

Projects that are restored using only the VPSA backup command, rather than the packing functionality,

cannot be properly updated into newer (R5.0) versions of Vico Office.  To avoid this problem, users

should rely on the packing functionality to preserve their historical projects, rather than simply replying on

the VPSA backups.
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Winest integration

TheWinEst Integration utility must be reinstalled after Vico Office.  This is because VOmay overwrite

the default layout.xml information and the integration becomes unusable.  A simple reinstallation of the

connector will rectify the problem.
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Trimble GC/CM Division, Support Services

Trimble GC/CM Division Support Services is committed to offering timely, thorough, and efficient res-

olutions to your installation and operation issues in accordance with your Trimble Support Contract. 

To receive the best support possible, be sure to review the Trimble Support Services Handbook.

You can contact Trimble GC/CM Division, Support Services by:

l Email: VicoSupport@Trimble.com

l Internet: http://support.vicosoftware.com

The Trimble SupportLink includes a technical knowledge base, answers to frequently asked questions,

technical documentation, and a form to submit specific support requests 24 hours a day, 365 days a

year.

https://docs.google.com/a/trimble.com/file/d/0B16ijxZiSTMMbDkycGVHQmtZX0k/edit
mailto:VicoSupport@Trimble.com
http://support.vicosoftware.com/
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